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Abstract

We compute a detailed Lorenz energy budget [1] to
improve our understanding of the dynamical circula-
tion of the martian atmosphere. Results suggest that
the circulation of the martian atmosphere is is gov-
erned mostly by baroclinic instability, except during
a 2 to 3 month long period around the northern hemi-
sphere winter solstice when barotropic and baroclinic
instabilites coincide. The difference between diurnally
averaged quantities and the full energy budget also in-
dicate a major role for diurnal tides in enabling a direct
transfer of energy from diurnal heating to eddy poten-
tial and kinetic energy.

1. Introduction

Planetary atmospheric ciculation is largely driven by
the distribution of incoming solar radiation. The re-
sulting differential heating of the atmosphere increases
its potential energy, which is converted into circulatory
kinetic energy through dynamical processes. To un-
derstand this conversion of energy we use the frame-
work of the Lorenz energy budget [1]. Here the energy
of the atmosphere is separated into zonal and eddy
components of the kinetic and the available potential
energy to calculate conversion terms between the en-
ergy components.

Such studies have been performed extensively for
Earth, but until recently this approach had not been
extensively used in a systematic way to study other
Solar System planets. In this study we provide a de-
tailed energy budget of the martian atmosphere from
martian year (MY) 24 to 27.

2. Data sources

For our study on the mechanical energy budget of
Mars we use data from the UK Mars reanalysis dataset
MACDA [2] based on the UK version of the LMD-UK

Figure 1: Box diagram of Lorenz energy budget.
The depicted energies are the zonal available poten-
tial (AZ), eddy available potential (AE), zonal kinetic
(KZ), and eddy kinetic (KE) energy, respectively. The
conversion terms CA, CE, CK, and CZ are directed as
depicted.

Mars GCM [3], thereby covering complete diurnal cy-
cles of the martian atmosphere from 141 degrees solar
longitude in MY 24 through 82 degrees solar longitude
in MY 27.

3. Mechanical energy budget

We compute the mechanical energy budget for every
30 sols using energy equations provided [4], which
provide an exact approach to addressing the planet’s
topography in isobaric coordinates. We compute a ref-
erence atmosphere using a terrain-dependent, iterative
approach [5] to derive the available potential energy.
A daily running mean is applied to the data to filter
out diurnal effects.

Figure 2 shows energy and conversion terms for
three martian years. For some energy terms yearly re-
curring values can be observed. The conversion terms
do not seem to follow any periodical recurrence. For
KE, CE and CZ a sharp peak is observed in early
northern hemisphere autumn of MY 25 (MY 25.5) .
This feature coincides with the planet encircling dust
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Figure 2: Energy and conversion terms during MY 24
- MY 27

Figure 3: Daily-averaged energy and conversion terms
during MY 24 - MY 27

storm of MY 25.
When applying a daily running mean to all input

data, we obtain periodic conversion terms with a pe-
riod of one MY (see Fig. 3). The effects of the
dust storm of MY 25 become greatly weakened in the
daily-averaged case, which shows that a large part of
the effect of the storm is on the tides.

An important result of our study is the seasonal peri-
odicity and the behavoir of the conversion terms. Dur-
ing the whole year CA and CE in Fig. 3 are posi-
tive, which suggests baroclinic instability. CK, on the
other hand, changes its sign periodically. Since a pos-
itive CK indicates barotropic exchanges in the atmo-
sphere, each martian year there is a time period of 2 to
3 months around the northern hemisphere winter sol-
stice when the circulation of the martian atmosphere

is influenced by both barotropic and baroclinic insta-
bilities. This suggests a greater role for mixed baro-
clinic/barotropic instability than is typical for Earth.
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